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ABSTRACT
Self-instructional booklets simulating

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) were used to teach four basic
concepts in science to first graders in three treatment groups which
received different types of feedback--hints, correct answers, and
right or wrong. A control group received neither instruction nor
feedback. A multiple-choice test was administered to the 47 students
in the 4 groups following completion of the instruction. It was found
that the group provided with hints had the highest mean; the group
provided with the correct answer had the second highest mean; the
group provided with right/wrong feedback had the second lowest mean;
and the control group had the lowest mean. The results were
inconclusive with respect to the hypotheses as there were no
signiCzant differences among the group means. Possible causes are
suggested in the discussion that concludes the report. A table
summarizing the means and standard dt..iations, a flowchart showing
the hypothesized model of relationships between different forms of
feedback, and samples of generalities, practice items, and test items
are provided. Lists of 12 references and 10 prior IDD&E working
papers are also included. (Author/RP)
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Self instructional booklets were used to teach four

basic concepts in Science to 47 first graders. Different
kinds of feedback were applied to different treatment
groups. A multiple-choice test was administered to students
following their conflation of the instruction. The group
provided with hints had the highest mean. The group pro-
vided with the correct answer bad the second highest mean.
The group provided with right wrong feedback had the second
lowest mean. And the contrcl group bad the lowest wean.
The results were inconclusive with respect to the

hypotheses. There was no significant difference among the
group means. Possible causes are suggested in the dis-
cussion section.
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INTRAIVOIPI

Vben students are made aware of the correctness or

incorrectness of their response, they revemtet sore on a

later test (Anderson, Kulhavy E Andre, 1971; Gilean, 1969:
Meyer, 1960). Sulhavy (1977) identified four concerns
related to feedback. They are feedback -as- reinforcement,
availability of feedback, feedback and learning, feedback
and learner expectations.

first, when feedback is used as a reinforcer to shape a
student's behavior, there is little evidence to support the
behaviorists assumption that desired events vill occur.

Feedback does not have its greatest effect on correct

responses (Anderson et al; 1971) . There is no good reason
to believe that the way a reinforcer is used to shape behav-
ior in a laboratory will cccur in learning. In a

laboratory, pigeon, look for food because of hunger. In a

clasaroon situation, it isn't necessarily true that students

hunger for knowledge. There is evidence fro previous
research that feedback does not act as a functional reinfor-

cer. In fact, the Delay - Retention Effect (ESE) strongly
opposes the reinforcement interpretation of feedback: lear-

ners who receive ismediate knowledge of the correct
responses, or feedback, retain less than lcatncrs for whom

feedback is presented after a period of delay(KUlhavy 5

Anderson, 1971).

Secondly, studies show that students learn little if
they can copy answers fro': cues available instead of reading

text (Andersen, 1970; Kellum 8 Tekovich, me). The term
' presearch availability refers to situations when students
can locate the correct answer very easily without first

searching through the test. Shen presearch availability is
high, students sitply copy the right anavers When presearch
availability is low, students have to study Lard to Froduce
a correct answer, and students learn more thrcugh the labo-
rious search (Anderson, Aulbavy 6 Andre, 19/1, 1972).

Thirdly, feedback has two effects cr each response that
a student makes. One is merely to let him know when he is
wrong. The second is to ccrrect him cr lot bin correct his-
self when he is wrong. The theoretical perspective for this
aspect of feedback is information processing theory. This
theory assumes that students possess at least some prior
knowledge which can be related to the material being

studied. Feedback to a ccrrect respcnse confirms the action
and informs the student of his overall cotprehersion. Feed-

back on incorrect answers acts as a correcting agent to

correct wrong responses.

T!e DRE study (Fulbavy E Anderson, 19/1) further sup-
ports this notion. It found that it delay occurs between
the error and the feedback, incorrect responses tend to be

5
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forgotten, and there is a greater likelihood that the cor-
rect answer will Le learned from the feedback. The DPE
research clearly shows that teedtack not only works to iden-
tify error!, but also helps the students to correct them.
Again, such conclusion is based on the assumption that the
students cocptehend the instructicr in the first place.
Feedback has little effect if the students are unable to
coaprebend the instructicu or to fit it into their existing
information framework (Whim 6 Parses, 1972).

Fourthly, Kulhavy speaks of the concern of relating
feredtack effects to student perceptions. The interaction
between student expectation and feedback tas a powerful
effect on what the student members Prof the instruction
(Kulhavy, lekovich, S Dyer, 1976). If a student has high
confidence but the response chosen is a wrong one, the stu-
dent vill spend a substantial amount cf time figuring out
where the problem is. Consequently, the student is wore
likely to replace the error with the correct answer on a
later test (Kulhavy, Iekovich, 6 Dyer, 1976). It was found
that high-confidence correct responses yield the shortest
feedback study tines, high-confidence errors yield the long-
est time, and low confidence answers fall somewhere in
between.

There are studies shoving that feedback does not facil-
itate learning (EcDcnald L Allen, 1962; Sullivan, faker 6
Schutz, 1967; Sullivan Schutz V Baker, 1971). most of the
research showing no feedback effect are usually so heavily
cued that students need not study thn content of the
instruction at all. Pasically, these studies have a differ-
ent kind of definiticn cf feedbact from the kind that we
have discussed. In general, there is little dcubt that
feedback is cue of the most powerful tools in instruction.

we postulate that the most powerful aspect cf feedback
lies in its ccrrective function. It is surprising that lit-
tle work has been done to determine what kind cf feedtack
results in the best learning. We are interested in examin-
ing what specific kind of feedtack zessage is east effective
for the correcticn of errors.. Se postulate that providing
hints rather than merely the correct response after an error
should inprove learning because it requires learners to
exert more effort to eyarch for the correct answer. Thus,
it generates greater depth of information processing. The
purpose of this study is to test this proposition.

D1111114.9.21.4

The vcrd sfeedtacke is used in this study to represent
any kind of message that (1) is related to a response and
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(2) is provided to students after the response. It can be
presented in the form of a hint, the correct answer, or
right/wrong knowledge of results. A hint is defined as
information providing clues for the discovery of the error
when an incorrect response is made and identified. A cor-
rect answer is the response that should have been given in
place o an incorrect answer. It does not include informa-
tion about the correct process to use. lightarang.
knowledge of results is telling students if their responses
are right or wrong, and nothing more.

The hypothesized model in Figure 1 illustrates differ-
ent stages of bow different forms of feedback function dur-
ing the learning process. The rightmost branch indicates a
process when no correct answer is provided. In this case,
the learner has no other choice but to go on to the next
practice ites. In ether words, as information processing
theory pets it, no action of encoding or decoding is happen-
ing. It is predicted that the amount of learning, in this
case, is sinful. The nest branch to the left indicates
what happens when a learner is provided with the correct
answer. Sore kind of process is taking place in the
learner's brain, for he has to replace the error with the
correct answer. The second next branch to the left indi-
cates ghat happens when a learner is provided with alint.
Given a hint to work as a corrective agent which provides
clues leading to discovery, the student is likely to spend
wore tire on the problem. At the same time, he has to go
through pore complicated information prccessing. !First, he

has to locate the source of the mistake. Then, he has to
find out the correct answer. This involves several runs
through of enccdirg and decoding which should automatically
increase the level of coeprebensicn.

Insert figure 1 stout here

There is evidence that the presence of feedback in any
form can facilitate learning (Anderson, Kulhavy 6 Andre
1971; Gilman, 196S; Meyer, 1960). We hypothesize the same
thing : that feedback in any for, will result in better
learning than no feedback. We also hypothesize that supply-
ing a 'hint' after an error is note effective than providing
other forms of feedback. This hypothesis is rade based on
the fact that whenever learners are wade aware of their
wrong perforrance, they rust not only elivinate the wrong
response, but Lust also look for the correct response to
replace it. A hint, in this case, works as the corrective
agent. It functions in two ways. First, it helps the stu-
dents to identify the inaccuracy of the instructional
response. Second, it acts as a corrective agent leafing the
students to the discovery of, and deep encoding of, the cor-
rect answer, not just a superficial, rote processing of the
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correct answer. Hence, hints require a great deal of active
information processing throughout the corrective process.

inn
It MAIM

The students were three classes of first graders in a

private elesentary school. In this private school, acadenic
achievement, discipline and conservative biblical belief are
equally emphasized on a daily basis. The acadevic standing
of the first graders in this school is higher than that of
the first graders in public schools at Syracuse. Neverthe-
less, they are just normal kids from the general population.

A total of 47 first graders took part in this experiment.
Students in classes I and I/ were assigned randosly tc three

different treatsent groups. rodents in class III were all

assigned to the control group:

MEW

The experisental design was a posttest-only control
group design(Caspbell C Stanley, 1c62). A cue -way analysis

of variance was chosen as the statistical procedure. Also,

results were covaried with Stanford Standardized Letter and
Sound Test scores=

Te &k and Batsallg

For this study, a self instructional booklet was used

to teach four basic concepts in Science : solid natter, liq-
uid latter, gas, and energy. In this self-study

instruction, the definition of each concept was presented

and followed by examples. Men, practice followed. Since

this study investigated the effectiveness of feedback of

different forms, rather lean instruction was used. Cnly one

example was provided for each of the four concepts. The

eaphasis was on the last phase of the instruction - 'prac-

tice'. It was during practice that different kinds of

feedback were planned for different treatsent groups. Sam-

ples of the definition and examples are provided in Figure

2. Samples of practice for each treatment group are pro-

vided in figure 3.

8



Insert Figures 2 g 3 about here

Only one practice item appeased per page. The question

and the multiple choices vere printed on the left half of

each page. Feedback was printed on the right half of the

page opposite each of the 'multiple choices (see Figure 3).

All the feedbacks on the right side were covered up with

colored strips of paper that were taped on both ends. Stu-

dents were instructed to peel only the strip corresponding

to the choice they made daring practice. An inspection of

the booklets after the study was run revealed that the stu-

dents did in fact follow this procedure correctly.

21931121111

There mere three treatment groups and one control

group. She CA group was provided with the correct answer

when an error was identified during practice. The Hint

group vas provided with hints when an error was identified

during practice. The B/A group was provided with informa-

tion as to whether their responses were right cr wrong dur-

ing practice. When students in the Hint and CA groups did

give the correct answer, they were given the feedback 'ex-

cellent'. The control group was given no instruction nor

feedback of any kind. See Figure 3 for an example of each

kind of feedback.

Zbe instruction 1142 intended for computer Assisted

Instruction (CAI). Since micro-computers were not avail-

able at the school, a close simulation of the materials in

the form of booklets was used.

lfists and Ileum!

A test cf 20 multiple-choice questions was administered

to all students immediately following the treatment. The

test was at the application level, which required the stu-

dents to apply what they had learned to new instances. Nano

of the examples nor the practice items from the self-study

instruction appeared in the test, tut all items (I, P. and

T) vete drawn from the same pool. the test was reviewed by

one of the teachers beforehand, and was revised according to



the teacher's recommendation. A :maple of the test items is
provided in Figure 4.

..........W........
Insert 'Figure 4 atout here.......

Prior to the data collection, three conferences were
ncheduled with one of the teachers to verify the content of
tte materials and the level of the instruction. Materials
were reviewed by the teacher. Some minor details were
revised following the teacher's tecoavendations. ODE first
grader from a public school pilot- tested the 'materials and
failed to couplets the task. Therefore we decided to change
our strategy by sacrificing one student from the sample pop -
ulatica for an additional pilot test. This student promised
to keep this a secret tetween us. Be told it that he did
not talk about any of this to any of his classmates. Be
vent through the self-study instruction and the test in less
than half an hour. Some minor revisions were made accord-
ingly.

Rig Wpm

The study was carried out class by class. upon enter-
ing the classroom, the students were told that this was a
new project they were going to be working on. Directions
were given orally. And they were told to work at their own
pace. Following the directions, a list of new words was
written on the blackboard and was taught by the teacher to
the whole class very discretely. 'Discretely' leans that
the teacher rade an effort to separete the meaning of the
word iron the concepts taught ty the study, Pcr example,
when teaching the word 'helium', it was presented as sore-
thing put inside the taloon which would make the hallos go
up. Actually, most of the new words were recognized inme-
diately after they were pronourced. Then, the self -study
instruction booklets were handed cut randonly. The students
worked on their own booklets individually, and raised their
hands when they were done with them. Students then returned
the instruction booklets to the teacher and received the
test. Those who finished ear17 etre directed to an open
area at the back of the classroos to work cn previously
assigned homework.

Class II went through the save procedures issediately
after Class I bad finished their experiment. The control
group (Class III) was given the test only after Class II had
finished their experiment.



The analysis of covariance was not perforsed because

the covariate was not significantly correlated with the

dependent variable. An analysis of variance Its the overall

postest yielded an P-ratio significant at the 0.007 level of

probability. I summary of seams and standard deviations is

shown is Table 1.

001..411bqwwwMm
Insert sable 1 shout here

dilimmiNNOOMINWIMdftMAKINiMempIft

Hypothesis 1 stated that feedback in any fors will to

better than no feedback. I post hoc palrvise comparison

(Donau) was performed to test this hypothesis (see Table

1). It revealed that the Hint group and the CA group per-

formed better than the ccntrol group, but the differences

among the Hint group, the CA group, and the 5/11 group were

not significant. The difference between the S/V green and
the Control group was not significant. Hypothesis 2 stated

that supplying a 'hint' after an error is more effective

than providing otter ferns of feedback. Acccrding tc the

results of the post bcc pairwise comparison, there really

isn't any significant difference ',cog the Hint group, the

CA group, and the BA group. The means were all in the

hypothesised order, but none of these differences were sig-

nificant.

DISCO;;ION

Hypothesis 1, thaw feedback in any fern will do Letter

than no feedback, is partially supported. besults from this

study show that there are significant differences between

the Hint group and the Ccnttcl group, and between the CA

group and the Control group. Put the power is not great

enough to detect significance fcr the difference between B/D

feedback and the Contrcl. Anderson et al (1971) concluded

from their study that telling students whether or not their

answer is correct increases the ascent of seterial resew -

hered en a later test. She lack of significance between the

11/11 feedback and the control could possibly to due to the

fact that different task levels are involved in the differ-

ent studies. Anderson at al (1971) studied the resesber

level, while we investigated the application level. A sore

likely explanation, given the strong empirical support for

this hypothesis (Andersen, Wheel, b Andre, 1971; Casale
1969; Beyer, 1960), is that our power was not sufficient to

detect a real difference.

11
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Hypothesis 2, that providing a 'hints after en error is

sore effective than providing cthes forms of feedback, is
only partially supported. These was no significance among
any of the feedback groups. Romer, the seams sere in the
hypothesised direction, and again the power was low in this
study.

The lack of significance could also be the result of
insufficient practice items. Insufficient pectic, in a

study iavestigating the effects of feedback might be detri-
mental, because the effects of feedback rill be larger when
practice and feedback carry the major burden of the instruc-

tion. then the generality and 'samples are rich and

plentiful, feedback will probably make such less of a dif-
ference. Hence, different types of feedback would sake less

of a difference. Iberefore, ve feel that the hypothesised
node/ used as the theoretical perspective for this study is
still logical and valid based on theoretical support fro'
infornation processing theory, partial support from this

study, and support from previous research (Anderson, 1967,
1970; Asset, 1964). In light of all these, the major
isplication for practice is that any kind of feedback is
better than no feedback on student errors. with respect to
type of feedback, providing hint feedback is, if not best,
just as good as providing other kinds of feedback.

Further research is needed to investigate the results
found in this study. Using a larger sample size would

tiptoes the poser of the study. Using computers as the

means of delivery would be sore appropriate and more con-
trollable as far as the neither of traits and length cf time
are concerned. lore practice items ought to be provided in
the lesson, since we vent to investigate the rower of feed-

back. Another very important aspect for future research is
to investigate if different models are needed for different
task levels, i.e. remesber-a-generality, remember-an-
instance, and use-a-generality.

12
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1. This was an error on the researcher's part that
random assignment was not used in Class III. In order
to filter out differences keteeen classes, scores
from a standardized test on letter and sound was used
as a covariate when analyzing data.

2. The Stanford Standardized Letter and Sound lest
is a standardized test to measure early school achieve-
ment.

13
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Male 1 ---221112XLPgeviatioull

7(3,43)=4.64 pm0.007

ION/DM...NM MIIINDOIDMI MD MD

I Group I a

rMTM.
I Mean SD 1

I Hint group I 12 I 63.8 I 19.3 1el
I CA group I 14 I .3 I 23.7 I

I R/11 group I 11 I 48.7 I
--4

20.3 I

I Control Group I 10 I 36.0 I 21,6 I

* shows the results of post hoc Duncan pairvise comparison,
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READ
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STUDY
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DO

PRACTICE

DISCOVER
CORRECT
ANSWER yes IIIFITT no

REPLACE
WITH < yeb
CORRECT
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FIND
CORRECT
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More s Hypothesized model of relationsnip between

different forms of feedback.



ELUE2-2-1122121-2g.Generglitv and Itramples

solid has a definite size and shape.

For example :

Wood has a definite size and shape.

So,

Wood is a solid matter.

Solid can be hard or soft.

For example:

Wool is soft, but has a definite size and shape,

So,

Wool is also a solid matter.

16
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tiginjjughs of Practice Items for Each Treatment

PIMP

CLAMP

A cat is
1) a solid matter
2) a liquid natter
3) a gas
4) a kind of energy

1112/Ampi

A cat is
1) a solid matter
2) a liquid matter
3) a gas
4) a kind of energy

BLESIVIOR

& cat is
1) a solid natter
2) a liquid natter
..3) a gas
4) a kind of energy

ceaSsa.gresp

& cat is
1) a solid matter
2) a liquid natter
3) a gas
4) a kind of energy

'Excellente
You are wrong. The correct answer is 1.

You are wrong. The correct tenswer is 1.

You are wrong. The correct aaswer is 1.

'Excellent'
ft cat has a definite size and shape.
& cat has a definite size and shape.
& cat has a definite size and shape.

You are right.
You are wrong.
You are wrong.
You are wrong.

17
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1. Bicycling is an ezaaple of
a) a solid matter
b) a liquid matter
c) a gas
d) a kind of energy

2. Sugar is an zaaple of
a) a solid natter
b) a liquid natter
c) a gas
d) a kind of energy

3. Glue is an example of
a) a solid matter
b) a liquid matter
c) a gas
d) a kind of energy

18
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